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Abstract

Research in Physics Education is shedding new 
light on the relationship between scientific 
reasoning ability, epistemological beliefs, and 
conceptual change in Introductory Physics. This 
talk will present data acquired from several courses 
at BYU-Idaho in an ongoing effort to improve 
conceptual understanding among introductory 
Physics and Physical Science students. 



Previous Work

BYU-I RISE (Research in Science Education)
Ongoing work in PER studying effects of 

innovation in Science Education.
• Coletta and Phillips (2005) found 

correlation btween reasoning ability and 
FCI gains. Can substitute SAT score for 
Lawson test (2007)

• Reproduced by Pyper and Humpherys 
(2007)



Previous work



Current Study

• Administered Lawson, EBAPS, and FMCE 
to ~150 science students at BYU-I Winter 
2008

• Gains in each by individual student
• Cross-correlation by gender, year in school, 

previous math and physics background, 
motivation.



Results: Gender

t values: 0.000 0.001 0.653 0.104 0.057 0.121
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Results: Correlations

R2=.512

P<.001



Correlations

R2=0.629

P<.001



Correlations: EBAPS

uncorrelated



Other Interesting Correlations

LAWSON
pre

LAWSON
post

FMCE 
pre

FMCE post year math physics motive

gender no -0.536
p<.001

no -0.538
p<.001

no no no .428
p=.00
2

year -0.389
p=.008

no -0.354
p=.014

no 1 no no no

math no no .328
p=.025

no no 1 no no

physics no no .335
p=.02

no no no 1 no



Analysis

• Some of the gender aspects are worrying: Lawson FMCE 
post but not pre – are we damaging them? Attitudes and 
conceptual understanding diverge. Wide range of teaching 
styles from traditional lecture to interactive lasses with 
tutorials and labs. Possible effects from course types – one 
algebra based, one calc-based, one GE physics, one GE 
ElEd Physci.

• Year, math, physics – FMCE pre but not post? They 
learned something before, but we masked it?

• Laswon pre with Lawson post – r2 =0.709 p<.001 
Reasoning matters (but doesn’t change very much -
<dLAWSON> = .01

• EBAPS weakly correlated but didn’t change much either 
(<dEBAPS>=0.01)

• Reasoning ability strongly with conceptual 
understanding! (r2=0.629 p<.001)



Conclusion

• If we care about conceptual understanding 
we need to give explicit attention to 
Epistemology and Reasoning Ability. Make 
course goals and activities explicit, 
encourage metacognition, give 
opportunities for reasoning development.
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